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About This Game

MACE is a classic space shoot ’em up, inspired by the legendary Amiga games of this genre. Handdrawn 2D graphics in HD
resolutions, parallax scrolling,

explosion effects and optimized games mechanics, combined with the proven gameplay are transporting the “Spirit of Amiga”
in today’s Age.

Gameplay
In MACE, the player navigates a spaceship across three different worlds with 6 vertical scrolling levels and various enemies,

trying to destroy or avoid them. Hidden items (weapons, bombs, energy), upgradeable weapons and accessories, such as rocket
and companions help to defeat the enemy in difficult battles.

Definition M.A.C.E.
Military Alliance of Common Earth

Founded after the first alien invasion on earth in the year 2054. M.A.C.E. is the epitome of the new cohesion of all peoples of
the earth to fight against the aliens to serve life on earth in a military path.

Story
While heavy fights rages on earth against incoming alien ships and the M.A.C.E. units are to prevent the construction of

additional land bases for the alien
ships, a group of specially trained fight pilots whith space warships try to prevent the arrival of more aliens and distroy the alien

mother ships and
troops of aliens.
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Your Mission
Fight in an exceptional space mission by foreign galaxies to prevent the arrival of more alien swarms on the earth. Your

spaceship is one of the first one which is built by people using alien technology including engines, weapons and shields to
survive against the aliens.

Features:

3 different worlds

18 levels

3 big end bosses

endless waves with unique enemies

3 difficult levels (easy, normal, hard)

fantastic gameplay for many hours

brilliant handdrawn graphics

30 minutes epic soundtrack

Achievements

8 different weapons (3 upgrades each)

additionals: companion, rocket, shield, smart bomb

hidden Items for weapons, lives, energy, rocket, companion, bomb

2 player coop mode

3D glasses support (für TV with 3D glasses)
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Title: M.A.C.E.
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
EntwicklerX
Publisher:
EntwicklerX
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,German
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Best 5 minutes of my day, it's like greatest everyday emotions condensed in a series of illustrations.
Highly recommended!. Started the game.... played it for 9 hours straight.

After reading a few of the negative reviews I almost didn't buy this game, glad I did. This game may not be for everybody
(especially if you are looking for a deep story, or tough boss fights) but if you are looking to just relax, and enjoy some basic
crafting, experimenting and exploring, then you will enjoy the game for what it is, a sandbox.. Fun arcade style soccer game, but
the gameplay is a bit buggy. Players freeze, input gets laggy, goals don't count. Not the worst game of it's kind, and worth a look
if it's on sale.. Pretty bad quasi-Tower Defense game. That the graphics are basic at best can be forgiven, but the gameplay is
dreadfully bland and boring.
Even if (or maybe especially if) you're a fan of the Two World series, skip this one. There are _far_ better TDs out there in the
same price range.

(On a side note, the game also has super-annoying online activation where you have to _type_ in your serial key, because
copy&paste is disabled o_O ). Really enjoy flying this plane. Handles crisply and makes my GA flights "just long enough" so I
don't feel like I'm poking around in a super slow airplane.

There are a lot of nice little details about it, from the 70s decor to the fact that you can open the doors and compartments. It just
helps the whole thing feel all the more real. It's the little things that make it feel so nice, at least to my eyes. In the end, this is
essentially the only GA plane I'll fly on X-Plane now (well, except the Piper Sport, another great aircraft sold by Corenado that
sadly isn't in Steam.)

If you have the money, and you want a high quality GA plane, I'd grab this one :).. I'm sorry...I tried to play the game...Can I
make a better game,doubt it,I';m not a game dev...I just couldn't get into it...I enjoyed nothing...Uninstalling the game meant
nothing...It was a nothing plain and simple.... I've rarely review Early Access games, but this one stuck with me enough to spur
me into action. It fills a niche I've sought after for a while: a good Visual Novel with equally solid gameplay mechanics. It plays
a good bit like the 'Escape Velocity' series of games, but with a much better interface for story and choices. The art is gorgeous,
the story engaging, and the gameplay is satifying in both depth and challenge. If any of what I said sounds up your alley, I highly
recommend supporting Omni Link!. I really enjoyed this game with its neat craftverse story, branching storyline and well
thought out characters. The decisions I made felt well thought out and consequential with the story completely changing
depending on actions I took several chapters ago. The game functions as series of seven self contained scenarios featuring
literarture staples like the detective story, the tough negotiation and the rescue mission, all tied together by the overarching
theme of balancing the cities needs for water with that of its sorroundings. Some earlier reviews have talked about the difficulty
of approaching the game without prior knowledge of the craftverse and also the somewhat overstretched nature of the storyline.
These faults are not difficult to miss but I think that the game is well worth buying, especially if you enjoyed the earlier
deathless games.
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Are you serious? It's unplayable, although idea is great and it's colorful, charming, screenshots are great, but it's far far away
from being fun to play. Let building physics aside (which are not good), the wrecking ball controls are really bad and that's what
ruins the game. Requested a refund.. Wow this is some good quality DLC and for a very good price (\u00a35.99). Cant fault it
and I wish all the DLC was like this. For the price of a sandwich and a drink you can get hours of entertainment from the route
and its locos. Simliar DLC can set you back 30 quid.. PCP fueled Drum and Bass rage simulator 2015

10/I want to die. UPDATE:
Does not look like its being worked on at all anymore, so dont bother. When the Dev works on it more, then I'll update this. Not
until then though.

Early Access Review:
Rough around the edges with work that needs to be done, but keep in mind this is early access, so that is to be expected. In
general, YES, I would recommend this to others IF YOU ARE WILLING TO GIVE FEEDBACK.

If you are looking for a fully created game, then come back in a few months. It does a lot of cool things and hints at even cooler
stuff, so if you want to have a say in what you want this game to look like, then buy it now.

Pros:
-Involved Developer:
This is a developer that genuinely wants to make a good game. They actively seek responses from their audience and are very
engaging. Based on my interactiong with them, I have a great deal of hope they will make good on their promises.
-Unique Management system:
I have never seen something anything like the game building mechanics before and it is really exciting to figure out. You build
each little element of the game you are developing: genre, music, subplots, character, monsters, and more. Being able to name
each element also gets your imagination working. I got attatched to the itty bitty tiny platformer that was my first game. A little
confusing at first, but I will give it a passing grade based on how unique it is. There is a tutorial in the works that will hopefully
clear up some of the confusion. There is still a lot of work to be done, but the developer has stated that fact.
-Cute Art:
Maybe a little basic, but it's cute and the girls ARE NOT bad walking sterotypes.

Cons:
-Unfinished:
What do you expect from an early access game?
-Blandish story:
So far it hints at a fascinating larger story arc and something I would love to explore, but as of right now its mostly a managment
game with a few lines of dialogue here and there, which is fine, but in a VN like format, they need to give us a story to care
about.
-Character development:
They are cute and hint at having really interesting personalities, but all seem a little bland because of how little you interact with
them. Also... all of the team are girls and you are a guy. This is not a bad thing, but if they aren't careful then they could be
dealing with a bad harem trope style game.
-Lunch Time and Shopping:
Unless you have played it at the state the game is in now, you wont really understand just how underwhelming this is. This is
something that needs a lot of work, I want to be able to buy cool things and software and gifts and visit with my friends\/dev
team, but I can't really. I WANT THIS SO BADLY!!!. MR X COSPLAY

Update:
Hello folks,
Sorry for the long silence.
I spend the last few months bringing MACE to XBox One and Nintendo Switch.
Now that this is finished, there is also a new update for the PC version!

New in this version:
- MACE has been updated to the latest version of our GameEngine, which should fix some bugs on some devices.
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If your hardware still has problems starting MACE, please drop me a mail to mail@entwickler-x.de
and attach the log file from your SaveGame folder (%UserProfile%\Saved Games\MACE) if available.

- Alt+Return support to switch between sindow and full screen mode.
- Enemy movement is now much smoother due to better interpolation between formation points.
- Support of DInput devices, if they don't support XInput, e.g. finally the Speedlink Competition Pro USB works now yeah :D
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